
Northwood High School Swim Team
College Recruitment: Considerations and Process in

Selecting a University

When high school seniors and their parents begin looking at colleges and responding to recruiting calls
generally they are “babes in the woods” playing a new game. The following information is provided to assist in
selecting a university/college that provides a wholesome, motivating environment for the swimmer along with
peace of mind for the parents.

During your freshman, sophomore, and junior years in high school make certain you are fulfilling the
NCAA requirements for a 13 core course curriculum. You must minimally have a 2.0 GPA in these courses and
score above 820 on the SAT. Although this score is being appealed in court, it is still in effect. There may be subtle,
confusing differences in NCAA rules between Division I and II and III and different schools. In addition each high
school declares its own core course requirements with the NCAA. This form is called the 48 H. It can be accessed
at the NCAA Clearinghouse web site – www.ncca.org. You need to know the rules, and the courses at your school
that fulfill those rules, what rules apply to the schools you are interested in, and what timelines are necessary for
you to meet visitation requirements, and scholarship eligibility. Ask the coaches with whom you are talking and
check the NCAA materials. All NCAA recruiting coaches must pass an NCAA recruiting test and have access to
the rule book.

When the recruiting process starts the summer after one’s junior year, the college coach holds the cards
and experience while the family is lost in the woods. Call the NCAA in Indianapolis and ask for the NCAA
Recruiting Guide for Student-Athletes. It will answer a lot of questions concerning the technicalities of the NCAA,
its Clearinghouse, what’s legal and illegal with respect to contacts, visits, aid, and signing among other things.

The process involves two signing dates on or near November 4th and April 14th. Signing in November is a
chance for a coach to get blue-chip, for his/her program, early signees that will influence April recruits along with
taking the pressure off the athlete during their senior season, and gets five visits out of the way so they may
concentrate on training/performance. On the short side it prevents seniors from positively influencing coaches with
a season of great swims which could mean more aid, more time for coaches and swimmers to prospect,
opportunities at better swimming schools, perhaps not taking the full five visits, and less time to give thorough
thought to what is available.

When coaches call based upon pre-senior performances suggest they send you a team brochure, academic
information for anyone of three possible majors, the phone numbers of two present swimmers, information about
the city and campus, NCAA and championship meet results. Ask who they are recruiting and have or expect to
sign, along with the minimum amount of financial aid that would be available based upon senior year performances.
If you have a learning disability or might be a risk student based upon prior academics as about tutorial help,
required study sessions, or specialized student services. Will I be challenged or overrun, a big fish in a small pond
or a small fish in a big pond, will I be encouraged and helped by the staff and experience training equipment that
will help me “be the best I can be”.

You are only allowed 5 paid recruiting visits. You may only take a paid visit if you meet the NCAA paid
visit requirements. Do not take a visit unless you know that you are eligible and you have enough information to
know your needs could be taken care of at the institution or you may have wasted that visit. If a university is close
to home pay your own way and save the paid visits for those requiring costly travel. Work with your high school
coach or club when scheduling visits and get his or her advice concerning your being prepared for specific coaches,
programs, or universities. Only visit a university that can provide academic programs you are or MIGHT be
interested since students change majors three times.

http://www.ncca.org/


Prior to a visit talk to the coach and two swimmers, and ask the difficult questions with your family values
and needs in mind.

1.) What pressure is there on teammates concerning drinking and drugs within the team or university?

2.) If aid based upon improvement, does the coach deliver?

3.) Under what circumstances does he/she retract aid?

4.) What is the minimum amount of aid you could expect?

5.) What are the housing arrangements? How are roommates assigned?

6.) Can you swim and play some other sport?

7.) Can you swim at home or school during the summer?

8.) What is the yearly cost of EVERYTHING?

9.) Will swimming be dropped? Is there squad size Title IX limits?

When arranging a visit plan for a Sunday arrival, and Monday afternoon departure. This minimizes the
out-of-control situation that may occur on Friday or Saturday night. Be prepared to bring a list of questions
important to you and your family to ask people in advisement, housing, financial aid, possible majors, and the
coach. Ask to see these people and pull out your list of questions. It is better to be assertive and ask a lot of people
a lot of questions than to be intimidated, and hope they tell you the essentials.

Make certain you would be accepted by the university. Don’t visit an Ivy League school if you cannot be
accepted in a community college. Don’t pick a school for the wrong reason, size of the rooms, recruiting visit party,
neat looking swimmers, pretty campus, or beautiful pool. While those things help consider the things mentioned
earlier that really matter. Signing day is important to you, your family, the coach, and team. Make certain it is a
good decision because changing your mind after the fact is embarrassing, costly, and may cost you a year of laying
out if not released by the university you are leaving.

Research data for compiling the above article is from collegeswimming.com, and NCAA.org.
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